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1997 he completed hls masters thesis on 'Interac- 
tive Learnlng with the Internet'. 

Ralph Jacobson has MSc and PhD degrees of the 
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lmaging Sclence, School of Communication, Design 
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part in the CEC-funded ESPRIT Project MIAOW 
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'Virtual Museum of Italian Computer Science Hls- 
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for collaboratlon, on the topic 'Indexing and Infor- 
mation Access for Digital Libraries'. She has pub- 
llshed sclentific papers for international conferences 
in the area of Database and lnformation Systems. 
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for the Australian Broadcasting Corporation where 
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Australian Society for Educational Technology and 
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Robert Rieger works as assistant director of the 
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working in the Annual Programs Department at  
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in initiatives that generated over $3,500,000 in 
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comprehensive physical inventory team she par- 
ticipated in the  design and development of a soft- 
ware application to facilitate the inventory process 
and converted the  museum's collection records 
from paper t o  electronic format; and she worked 
for several years a s  Director of Marketing for 
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livery of on-line museum teaching and learning 
programs. 

Valerie Swales is Programme Area Director at the 
University of Portsmouth, United Kingdom. She is 
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responsible for community cultural liaison with the 
City of Portsmouth, is a researcher in material cul- 
ture and is part of a city-wide partnership which is 
developing a trust for multimedia communities 
online. 

Valentlna C. Uzunova graduated from the Philoso- 
phy Dept of the Leningrad State University in 1978, 
and received her Ph.D. in 1971. Since 1987, she 
has been a Senior Research Associate at Peter the 
Great Museum of Anthropology and Ethnography 
(Kunstkamera) of the Russian Academy of Sciences 
(MAE RAS). From 1975-1987, she was with the In- 
stitute of Oncology of the Academy of Medical Sci- 
ence of the USSR, Psychology Rehabilitatlon Ser- 
vice. She is a member of the editorial board of an 
antifascist magazine called 'Exchallenge' and an 
expert of Article 74 of Criminal Code of the Rus- 
sian Federation (national animosity and dissension). 
She has led a number of applied sociological in- 
vestigations including studies on the rehabilitation 
of oncology patients, studying of stress impact, 
zones of national conflicts, and museum sociology. 
Since 1996, she has supervised the Museum Soci- 
ology Program, an applied sociological survey of 
the MAE visitors. She has co-authored nearly ten 
articles wlth Dr. Tatyana G. Bogomazova revealing 
the nature of cognitive perception in virtual envi- 
ronment. 

Helen Whitty and Kevin Sumption work in two 
different sections of the largest museum in  Austra- 
lia-the Powerhouse Museum. As part of its diverse 
and large collection is the field of Information Tech- 

nology. It i s  a collecting field and also a method of 
interpretation in the museum. Helen and Kevin 
have worked together on projects trying to make 
information technology more accessible to the 
general public especially student groups. These 
projects include the Information Technology Cen- 
tre and lately the online interactive educational 
resource ATBT Virtual Classroom Race Across TIme. 

James C. Wright is Dean of the Graduate School 
of Arts and Sciences of Bryn Mawr College and 
Professor in the Department of Classical and Near 
Eastern Archaeology. He is a graduate of Haverford 
College (B.A. 1968) and Bryn Mawr College (M.A. 
1972, Ph.D. 1978). Since 1978 he has been active 
on numerous college committees and task forces 
and has chaired the interdisciplinary college urban 
studies program as well as the archaeology depart- 
ment. Since 1983 he has directed the Nemea Val- 
ley Archaeological Project (Greece) and has par- 
ticipated in numerous excavations throughout 
Greece. His special areas of research are the Aegean 
Bronze Age and Classical Greek civilization. He has 
held a Fulbright Fellowship to Greece and an 
Alexander von Humboldt Fellowship to Germany 
and has received grants from the National Endow- 
ment for the Humanities and the National Geo- 
graphic Society. He is a representative on the Man- 
aging Committee of the American School of Clas- 
sical Studies Athens, Greece; is active on commit- 
tees of the Archaeological Institute of America; and 
is also a member of the Society for American Ar- 
chaeology and the American Anthropological As- 
sociation. 
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